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Abstract: This paper describes the radiative transfer model (RTM) 
MOCRA (MOnte Carlo Radiance Analysis), developed in the frame of 
DOAS (Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy) to correctly interpret 
remote sensing measurements of trace gas amounts in the atmosphere 
through the calculation of the Air Mass Factor. Besides the DOAS-related 
quantities, the MOCRA code yields: 1- the atmospheric transmittance in the 
vertical and sun directions, 2- the direct and global irradiance, 3- the single- 
and multiple- scattered radiance for a detector with assigned position, line 
of sight and field of view. Sample calculations of the main radiometric 
quantities calculated with MOCRA are presented and compared with the 
output of another RTM (MODTRAN4). A further comparison is presented 
between the NO2 slant column densities (SCDs) measured with DOAS at 
Evora (Portugal) and the ones simulated with MOCRA. Both comparisons 
(MOCRA-MODTRAN4 and MOCRA-observations) gave more than 
satisfactory results, and overall make MOCRA a versatile tool for 
atmospheric radiative transfer simulations and interpretation of remote 
sensing measurements. 
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1. Introduction 

Propagation of light in the atmosphere can be mathematically described by the Radiative 
Transfer Equation (RTE), whose solution can be obtained both analytically [1,2] and 
numerically [3]. The atmosphere is a non homogeneous medium where absorption, scattering 
and polarization effects combine themselves and make the system extremely difficult for 
analytical treatment. The Monte Carlo (MC) method is a powerful numerical tool for 
performing radiative transfer simulations including absorption, polarization and multiple 
scattering. The method requires the knowledge of the atmospheric physical properties, such as 
the interaction coefficients and scattering phase functions, obtained by means of different 
theoretical models according to the type of atmospheric constituents (gases or aerosol 
particles). Several examples of MC studies of radiative transfer in scattering and absorbing 
media can be found in the literature [4–6]. 

The Monte Carlo approach for atmospheric radiative transfer consists in using 
probabilistic methods to trace the trajectories of individual photons, which are subject to 
random events. A random number, for example, can be used to decide whether a photon gets 
scattered or absorbed on its way, and to fix the flight direction in case of scattering. The strict 
Monte Carlo experiment consists in firing photons out of a radiation source along an initial 
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direction and in following their path through the atmosphere where they are scattered, by 
which compound and in which direction, till they hit the detector or they are absorbed. The 
problem in this “forward” procedure is that simulating realistic dimensions and aperture angle 
of a detector can result in a very low probability for one single photon to get recorded by the 
modeled receiving apparatus. This would require a very high number of photon histories to be 
processed to obtain statistically significant results. To overcome this problem, because of 
linearity of the RTE and reciprocity relationship between the Green’s function and its adjoint 
[7,8], it is possible to write an adjoint RTE and to perform a “backward” Monte Carlo 
simulation. Each photon history is traced backward through the atmosphere as being 
generated by the detector in the line of sight direction, with a photon “weight” proportional to 
the source intensity, and coming out of the atmosphere towards the sun. Examples of such a 
simulation scheme can be found in references [9, 10], while in references [4–6] the forward 
scheme is followed. It is worth pointing out that, in case of atmospheric simulations, a 
backward Monte Carlo scheme is even simpler than in other contexts, as for instance photon 
transport in shielding calculations for nuclear reactors. Photons interacting with atmospheric 
constituents, in fact, do not undergo energy changes, which would require specific and careful 
treatment [8]. It has been demonstrated that the backward Monte Carlo technique is superior 
to the forward method in real case applications to atmospheric problems, by greatly reducing 
the computational demands [11]. 

A certain number of backward Monte Carlo RTMs have been developed to simulate 
remote sensing observations of trace gas amounts measured through the Differential Optical 
Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) technique [12–16]. DOAS is an established remote sensing 
method which identifies and quantifies the trace gases in the atmosphere, taking advantage of 
their absorption structures in the near UV and visible wavelengths of the solar spectrum 
(DOAS measuring solar or other natural radiation is called “passive DOAS”). The molecular 
absorption is analyzed to obtain the concentration of trace gases integrated along the optical 
path (or Slant Column Density, SCD) between the sun and the receiver. In the case of a 
vertical looking ground-based sensor (“zenith” configuration), radiative transfer models are 
used to convert the measured SCD into Vertical Column Density (the concentration of the 
absorber integrated along the vertical, VCD), via the calculation of the so-called Air Mass 
Factor (AMF). Perliski and Solomon [17], for instance, developed a multiple scattering 
backward Monte Carlo RTM to calculate the AMF of their target trace gases from DOAS 
observations performed with an upward-looking detector. They compared their results with 
those obtained with a single scattering model [18], and concluded that multiple scattering 
significantly affects the measurements at twilight. The TRACY (Trace gas RAdiative 
Transfer Monte Carlo Y(I)implementation) series models [19,20] solve the radiative transfer 
equation using the backward Monte Carlo method and derive so-called “box air mass factors” 
which describe the sensitivity of the measurements as a function of atmospheric layer altitude. 
The TRACY-II version [21], in particular, has been used to retrieve the vertical profiles of the 
absorbing trace gases from limb-viewing satellite measurements. 

More recently, DOAS has been deployed also in “off-axis” configuration [22–24], i.e. 
ground-based instrument with viewing direction other than vertical one, for a better 
characterization of tropospheric absorbers. A very recent application of the off-axis 
configuration is the FRE-DOAS (Flow Rate Emission with DOAS) technique, which was 
used by Premuda et al. [25] to calculate gaseous pollutant flow rates from moving sources 
like ships. The AMF concept can be generalized to off-axis configuration measurements and 
appropriate RTMs have to be used for data interpretation. Palazzi et al. [26] developed the 
PROMSAR (PROcessing of Multi-Scattered Atmospheric Radiation) code to perform 
backward Monte Carlo simulations of DOAS observations for vertical and off-axis looking 
detectors. PROMSAR Box AMFs and radiances were validated through comparison with a 
series of state-of-the-art UV/visible RTMs [27]. 

In this paper, the backward Monte Carlo model MOCRA (MOnte Carlo Radiance 
Analysis) is described. MOCRA is an up-to-date version of the PROMSAR model [26] 
derived from the PREMAR code [28,29]. MOCRA performs radiative transfer calculations in 
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the UV/Visible spectral range, with the possibility to simulate complex topography, surface 
albedos and a highly inhomogeneous atmosphere, both vertically and horizontally. The model 
is suitable for the simulation of different observational set-up, including satellite-limb and 
nadir viewing geometries, which were not foreseen in the PROMSAR model. 

To evaluate the effects on radiative transfer of small variations in some atmospheric 
constituents, so-called “perturbative” calculations can be performed following photon 
histories in several perturbed environments at a time. This makes it possible to evaluate a 
number of effects that could be masked by the variance of the calculations if separate 
simulations are performed. MOCRA is based on the general scheme of a backward Monte 
Carlo simulation, taking into account all important physical phenomena except polarization 
and applying user-selected end of history criteria and variance reducing techniques. It 
requires the availability of a library data set, being the source of all physical data (vertical 
spatial distributions of the interaction coefficients, phase functions, refraction indexes etc.) 
needed for the simulation. For historical reasons related to the development of the previous 
versions of the MOCRA code, the library source is built running a modified version of the 
MODTRAN4 code to extract the (macroscopic) interaction coefficients of the atmospheric 
constituents and their vertical distribution. Extracting the microscopic cross sections for 
absorption and scattering from the MODTRAN code turned out to be more complicated than 
for the microscopic interaction coefficient. We plan to use other atmospheric inputs, among 
which user-defined libraries, than that provided by the MODTRAN code in the future 
versions of the MOCRA code. This is due to the fact that the library source is historically a 
modified version of the LOWTRAN-MODTRAN series codes in which interaction 
coefficients are easier to extract then microscopic cross sections. Making it easier the building 
of the library for the user, including only microscopic cross sections and vertical distributions 
of gas and particle densities, will be a future improvement of both PREMAR and MOCRA. 
When several types of atmosphere have to be taken into account simultaneously in the same 
calculation, as it occurs when different atmospheric profiles are foreseen for different 
horizontal regions or in perturbative calculations, the physical data of each region are 
opportunely put together in an unique input library. Results presented in this paper have been 
obtained using atmospheric libraries built up from the output of the state-of-the-art 
MODTRAN4 (MODerate spectral resolution atmospheric TRANsmittance algorithm and 
computer model) model [30–33], a commercially available RTM developed by the Air Force 
Research Labs (AFRL) in collaboration with Spectral Sciences, Inc (SSI). MODTRAN is a 
reference radiation transfer algorithm widely used to model spectral absorption, transmission, 
emission and scattering characteristics of the atmosphere (see reference [34] and references 
therein). The standard output of MODTRAN 4 consists of spectrally resolved transmittances, 
optical depths, radiances, and fluxes split into their components (e.g. transmittance of various 
constituents, direct and scattered radiation). 

The paper is structured as follows: next section provides an overview of the radiative 
transfer governing equations and Monte Carlo solution methods. Section 3 describes the 
MOCRA code, including a presentation of the input quantities required to run a simulation 
and of the produced output, both within and outside the DOAS context. Sample calculations 
are presented in section 4 and validated through comparison with MODTRAN4 and 
observations. The summary of the results obtained and the perspectives for future applications 
of MOCRA, especially concerning the DOAS frame, are given in the conclusions section. 

2. Monte Carlo solution of the radiative transfer equation 

The radiative transfer equation (RTE) for time independent problems can be written in the 
integral form as in Eq. (1) [35] 
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where  ,I r   is the specific intensity of radiation (or radiance) received in the direction Ω at 

the observer point r, defined as the product of the photons distribution function by the 

quantity ch , with c the velocity of light in a vacuum, h  the Planck’s constant and   the 

radiation frequency.  ,sr   is the specific intensity of the radiation source, k  is the 

extinction coefficient, accounting for both scattering and absorption contributions. Q  is the 

source term defined by Eq. (2) 

        
4

, , , .sQ r S r d k r I r l


         (2) 

The quantity S  in Eq. (2) can be defined as   aS r k B ; where B  is the Planck’s 

function [30], and '

ak is derived from the absorption coefficient 
ak  by means of Eq. (3) 

  1 expa ak k h KT       (3) 

where K is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature. 
A more detailed description of the radiative transfer equation can be found in references 

[36,37] which define the Stokes parameters to describe the effects of polarization. 
As it can be seen in Eq. (1), the specific intensity of radiation is determined by two 

contributions. The first one is the specific intensity hitting the system’s surface at point 
sr . 

The second term accounts for emitted and scattered photons from each path element ds  

between 
sr  and r  along   direction. Each term is exponentially attenuated by scattering and 

absorption along the path between the source point and the observer location. The photonic 
interpretation of radiation allows applying the models usually adopted for simulating particles 
transport to solve the RTE in the atmosphere; many such models rely on the Monte Carlo 
approach. The Monte Carlo modeling involves a free optical path (or optical depth) to be first 
simulated. The optical depth is the exponent of the attenuation factors in the RTE (Eq. (1)): 

    
0

,
sr r

sr r ds k r s


     (4) 

The Monte Carlo approach to the solution of atmospheric radiative transfer consists of 
simulating the trajectories and occurring events, that together we call “histories”, of each 
individual photon emitted by the radiation source. Being the histories independent of one 
another by definition, the Monte Carlo method allows for the straightforward parallelization 
and the optimization of the computing resources. 

The adjoint transport equation is very similar to Eq. (1). The source terms  ,sr   and 

 S r , in fact, are evaluated at the actual position of the source, but in the integration intervals 

the quantity sr  is replaced by 
dr , the detector position, and the incoming and outgoing 

directions   and   are exchanged each other. Due to isotropy of the medium, however, the 
scattering kernel depends on these directions only through their scalar product, so that 
exchanging the order of directions does not change the value of scattering kernel. 

Though from a macroscopic point of view the attenuation of a radiation beam can be 
described by an analytical equation (Eq. (1), a single process occurring to a single photon has 
to be treated in a probabilistic way and classified as a random process. In this sense, every 
process a photon undergoes in the atmosphere can be described in terms of probability 
distribution functions (pdfs) [38]. The Monte Carlo approach consists in simulating the 
physical system by random sampling from the pdfs describing each specific process. Random 
samples from arbitrary pdfs can be obtained in different ways [39], but particular attention 
should be paid in using appropriate random number generators to avoid long-range 
correlations, especially in parallel Monte Carlo codes [40,41]. One of most common methods 
is sampling via inversion of the cumulative distribution function (cdf). Since the cdf, F(x), of 
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an arbitrary pdf, f(x), is always uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1], it is possible (i) to 
sample a random number R uniformly distributed between [0, 1], (ii) to equate the random 

number with the cdf (F(x) = R), and (iii) to invert the cdf and solve for x (x = F
1

 (R)). This 
paper uses the aforementioned method to randomly sample the quantities of interest, such as 
the distance between two consecutive collisions, the scattering angles (i.e., the direction after 
collision), the absorption rates, etc., from the various pdfs that describe the photon 
interactions within the atmosphere. The formal treatment of this procedure, here omitted for 
brevity, is described in references [42,43]. 

3. Description of MOCRA 

MOCRA is a FORTRAN code which, given a monochromatic electro-magnetic radiation in 
the UV-near Infrared frequency range, performs a Monte Carlo simulation of the radiative 
transfer according to the physical and geometrical data of the assigned atmospheric 
environment. It is suitable to perform simulations of passive remote sensing measurements, as 
for instance DOAS observations. In this case a backward Monte Carlo scheme is adopted to 
simulate the UV-Visible radiance collected by a detector. The code simulates the atmosphere 
as a spherical multi-layer environment, taking into account also horizontal variations of 
physical parameters through three-dimensional multi-region rectangular and spherical 
geometries. The surface albedo is taken into account, assuming a Lambertian surface. 
Refraction is simulated according to Snell’s law. 

In order to improve the performance of MOCRA, semi-analytical estimates of specific 
quantities (e.g., the absorption rates) and variance reducing techniques such as forced 
collision and expected leakage, are foreseen. 

To evaluate the effects of small perturbations in the physical components of the 
atmosphere, a reference environment and several perturbed scenarios can simultaneously be 
simulated in a single run of the code. For each environment of interest in a simulation, the 
external library of physical data (interaction coefficients, phase functions and refractivity 
indexes) is required. 

In the following subsections the main features of the MOCRA code are described: section 
3.1 describes the radiation source and detectors representation; in section 3.2 the geometric 
and physical treatment of the atmosphere is depicted; section 3.3 concerns the photon history 
tracking, the end of history options and the variance reducing techniques; section 3.4 deals 
with perturbative analysis and section 3.5 gives an outlook of the quantities calculated by the 
model. 

3.1 Radiation source and detectors 

MOCRA assumes the Sun as the monochromatic source of radiation. The incoming photon 
directions are given by means of direction cosines (us, vs, ws), which can be either assigned by 
the user, or calculated on the basis of the astronomical parameters [44]. Through a basic 
knowledge of the standard meridian longitude with respect to the Greenwich meridian 
together with the longitude and latitude of the observer, the solar zenith and azimuth angles 
can be computed once the day of the year and the standard solar time are assigned. In this 
regard, the observer local time can be either assigned by the user or computed on the basis of 
the standard solar time, standard longitudes and the equation of time, accounting for the non-
uniform terrestrial motion. 

The radiation receivers handled by MOCRA can be schematized as point or disk 
detectors. A special treatment is foreseen for upward looking point detectors at ground level, 
in order to better take into account the refraction phenomenon at twilight when performing 
single scattering radiance calculations. In the following, the main receiver types allowed by 
MOCRA and the way in which collection of solar radiation is formally treated are described. 

Vertical upward looking point detectors. Let I(z) be the radiance intensity due to a solar 
ray reaching the detector from the z-height level. Integrating the contributions from all z 
levels from the ground to the top boundary of the atmosphere gives the total intensity IT, as in 
Eq. (5): 
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  TI I z dz   (5) 

or equivalently in Eq. (6): 

   
i

T i ii z
I z I z dz z


     (6) 

where the entire vertical range is subdivided into N intervals of thickness 
iz  (i = 1,…,N) 

and the integrand is changed accordingly. 
In the Monte Carlo simulation, a stratified sampling procedure can be performed, that 

consists in randomly choosing a set of z points uniformly distributed within each height 

subinterval 
iz , and in estimating the corresponding  I z  value. The average intensity value 

over the points belonging to the i-th subinterval times the vertical layer thickness 
iz  gives 

the contribution of that layer to the total intensity, the latter accounting for both single and 

multiple scattering radiance terms. Single scattering radiance (
SI ) is calculated using a 

forward Monte Carlo simulation of the photon path from the solar source coordinate to the 
altitude of each selected arrival point on the z-axis taking into account refraction. The effect 
of refraction is particularly important for SZA near or greater than 90° (horizon) and for solar 

rays crossing the lower atmospheric layers. Multiple scattering radiance (
MI ) is calculated 

using a backward Monte Carlo simulation from the selected vertical points to the sun. The 
albedo phenomenon is foreseen assuming a Lambertian surface, refraction is not accounted 
for along the path from the last scattering point to the sun. 

Point detectors with assigned position and line of sight. In a O(x,y,z) reference system of 
coordinates, let Pd = (xd, yd, zd) be the point detector spatial coordinates and (ud, vd, wd) the 
direction cosines of its line of sight. Starting from Pd, a backward Monte Carlo simulation of a 
photon history with initial flight direction (ud, vd, wd) is performed, taking into account both 
single and total scattering radiance. 

Disk detectors with assigned diameter, Field Of View (FOV), position and orientation. Let 
Pd = (xd, yd, zd) be the centre of the disk and (ud, vd, wd) the direction cosines of the outward 

direction normal to the disk surface. By assuming D ( 0) the diameter of the disk and α (>0) 
its FOV, a fictitious cone with semi-amplitude α and the disk as a basis is generated. The 

vertex point Pv,  (xv, yv, zv) (possibly located outside the geometrical system) is assumed to 
be the virtual source point in a backward Monte Carlo simulation, with initial motion 
direction Ω for each photon uniformly distributed inside the cone. For each Ω direction, the 
crossing point with the detector disk gives the “true” starting point for the photon. Let ΔΩ be 
the solid angle amplitude and I(Ω) the contribution to radiance intensity collected by the 
receiver from the Ω direction. The total intensity IT over all possible directions is assumed to 
be: 

 
 

 

TI I d

I d





  

    




 (7) 

Equation (7) can be simulated through a standard backward Monte Carlo estimating 
procedure for IT. If D = 0, analogous considerations can be made, with the true starting point 
coinciding with the virtual one. If α = 0, the starting point is chosen uniformly on the disk and 
the initial direction coincides with the detector axis. 

3.2 Geometrical and physical description of atmospheric environments 

The atmosphere is modeled as a set of either (chemically) homogeneous or non homogeneous 
horizontal layers. In both cases, the albedo phenomenon is accounted for whenever the 
ground surface is hit. In case of non homogeneous horizontal layers, refraction is foreseen 
whenever the boundaries between contiguous regions are crossed. The physical 
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characteristics of each region are provided to MOCRA with a data set contained in an 
external library. The various kinds of geometrical environments that are foreseen by the code 
are described in the following. 

 

Fig. 1. Multi-region 3D spherical geometry: a) a set of three cones with the vertex at the Erth 
centre; b) vertical half planes having the z axis as intersection line with azimuth angle ψi and 
ψj defined in (x,y) plane; c) a horizontal section of a possible geometry with three cones and 5, 
7 half planes for the second and third cone, respectively; d) a vertical section with three cones 
of aperture θ1, θ2, θ3 and ground heights h1, h2 and h3. 

1) Horizontally homogeneous atmosphere. Starting from the ground, the atmosphere is 
divided into a series of horizontally homogeneous spherical shells, each one with its 
own physical properties. Two reference systems are simultaneously considered for 
the photon history tracking: O(x,y,z) and (R,φ), where R is the radius from the 
collision point to the earth centre and φ is the angle between the direction of vector 

R  and the motion direction. The system based on (R,φ) coordinates is more suitable 
with respect to the Cartesian system to compute the escape probability and the 
leakage optical path for the travelling photon. 

2) Horizontally non homogeneous atmosphere. Horizontal variations of the atmospheric 
parameters and different topography scenarios are simulated by the code using a 
multi-region rectangular or spherical geometry: 

a. Multi-region rectangular geometry. Given a rectangular domain (xmin, 
xmax, ymin, ymax), a set of sub-regions is generated by dividing the 
interval (xmin, xmax) in a number of subintervals. For each of them a 
subdivision of the interval (ymin, ymax) is performed. Each such 
generated sub-region has its own atmospheric environment and surface 
characteristics. 

b. Multi-region spherical geometry (Fig. 1). Let O(x,y,z) be a reference 
system with origin on the Earth centre and the z-coordinate axis 
oriented according to the zenith of the observer on the Earth surface. 
This geometry model foresees a set of “N” cones, each one with the 
vertex located at the centre of the Earth, the axis coincident with the z-
coordinate axis, and the bisector of the vertex angle θ (< 90°) 
coincident with the zenith angle with respect to the vertical axis (Fig. 
1a). It is assumed that θ1 < … < θN. A set of “M” vertical half planes 
can be associated to each cone, except that to the first one: the cones 
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axis (the z-coordinate axis) is the intersection of all half planes. As 
shown in Fig. 1b, for each vertical half plane, starting from the x-axis 

in the (x,y) coordinate plane, the azimuth angle ψj (0  ψ1 < … < ψM = 
ψ1 + 360°) is defined, being ψk + 1 - ψk < 180° (k = 1, …, M - 1). In this 
way, the i-th geometrical space (i > 1) between the i-th and (i + 1)-th 
contiguous cones is subdivided in a number of (Mi - 1) regions. Figure 
1c shows the horizontal section of a possible geometry with 3 cones 
and 5, 7 half planes for the second and third cone respectively. Each 
region generated according to the previous procedure, has its own 
vertical subdivision as previously described for the spherical multi-
layer geometry, so that different ground levels can belong to different 
zones. Figure 1d shows a vertical section of conic regions with 
bisectors of vertex angles θ1, θ2, θ3 and ground heights h1, h2 and h3. A 
simple application of this type of geometry in MOCRA has already 
been described in reference [45]. 

Whether the atmosphere is schematized as a horizontally homogeneous spherical multi-
layer or a horizontally non homogeneous multi-region pattern, its vertical structure is 
described by the vertical profile of up to fifteen molecules and up to four distinct aerosol 
types, depending both on different size distribution and number density and on material type 
related to the different types of environment, and with various kinds of clouds and/or fogs. 
This information is supplied by an external library of physical data that describes the vertical 
composition of the atmosphere and provides the fundamental physical constants and aerosol 
scattering phase functions. Also the aerosol type is defined by the library. In the photon 
diffusion process, an essential role is played by molecular Rayleigh scattering, which affects 
the distance travelled by the photon and its motion direction following a collision. A 

theoretical formula of the scattering coefficient 
Msk  which takes into account the dependence 

on wavelength  , refraction index and molecular number density is given by Kondratyev 

[46] together with phase function and refraction index expressions. In the MOCRA code, the 
following formula is employed, the same used in LOWTRAN-MODTRAN series codes [47]: 
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where   is the depolarization factor, assumed equal to 0.0279 as in the MODTRAN codes. It 

is apparent that Rayleigh scattering coefficient rapidly increases as the radiation wavelength 
decreases. The following formula is used for the phase function [48] 
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which is directly computed by MOCRA [46]. With reference to the aerosol reaction 
coefficients and phase functions, the Mie theory is applied, which holds for spherical 

homogeneous particles with radii r  comparable to the wavelength   of the incident 

radiation, but, being this theory very complex from both analytical and numerical points of 
view, option is left to use the well known Henyey-Greenstein distribution 
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on the basis of the asymmetry factor g, given by 

  
4

cosg p d


    (11) 
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the value of which is given in the library. As an option, it is possible to exclude the effects of 
either molecular or aerosol particles in a simulation. 

3.3 Path tracking and variance reducing techniques 

History tracking in Monte Carlo simulations is based on sampling random variables 
distributed according to appropriate, discrete or continuous, pdfs which describe the random 
walk of photons and their interactions with atmospheric constituents. As mentioned above, 
the present work uses sampling via inversion of cdfs. 

To trace, in its fundamental lines, a photon history, the initial weight (w0), position and 
motion direction have to be assigned to the starting photon. The statistical weight carries 
information about both intervening events on the photon itself (in general the photon weight 
is reduced at each interaction) and about the computational techniques or variance-reducing 
strategies adopted in the simulation. At the beginning of the history and after each collision 
the photon undergoes with an atmospheric constituent, the optical path to be traveled before 
the next interaction is calculated, and the geometrical path length is evaluated accordingly 
from the knowledge of the interaction coefficient of the crossed layers. Using a geometry 
routine, it is decided whether the photon exits a layer or crosses a vertical boundary 
separating horizontally different regions or it undergoes an interaction within the layer. In 
case of leakage from the atmosphere (i.e. the photon crosses the last layer or the Top of the 
Atmosphere), the current photon weight is stored in a suitable counter and end of history 
calculations are performed. When an interaction occurs at a given point, a new weight for the 

photon is computed as follows: 
 

1

As Ms

n n

k k
w w

k



  with 

Ask , 
Msk  and k  the scattering 

coefficients for aerosols and molecules and the total interaction coefficient, respectively, at 

the actual collision point, being 
1nw 
 the photon weight before collision. A weight value 

proportional to the absorption probability is stored in a suitable estimator, thus obtaining a 
semi-analytical estimate of absorption. This is the so-called “collision estimator” for 
absorption which is updated every time a collision occurs. An estimate of the absorption can 
also be performed by means of a “distance estimator”, that is, through the computation of the 
product between the photon path length in a given layer and the mean absorption coefficient 
along that path. Since this estimation makes use of the average absorption cross section of the 
considered layer rather than its punctual value, this estimator gives an approximated value of 
the absorption contribution. On the other hand, it has the advantage of supplying analytical 
estimate of absorption independently of collision to occur. According to the scattering 

probability due to an aerosol particle As

As

As Ms

k
p

k k



 and to a molecular particle, 

Ms

Ms

As Ms

k
p

k k



, the choice between aerosol and molecular scattering is performed. In case of 

aerosol scattering, the kind of aerosol involved is selected among 4 types (allowing to 
include, together with the main rural, urban or maritime aerosol, other aerosol coming from 

specific sources such as smokestacks or fires) based on their probabilities Ais

Ais

As

k
p

k
 , with i 

= 1 to 4. On the basis of molecular or aerosol scattering phase functions, a new motion 

direction is selected and a new path starts. If the distance d  to be travelled is greater than the 

distance from the new starting point to the boundary of the actual layer along the motion 
direction and a leakage phenomenon from the atmosphere does not occur, the optical path 
exhausted in the layer will be computed, the remaining one being utilized for the next path in 

the new layer. If refraction is foreseen, according to the refraction indices 1n  and 2n  

belonging to the two contiguous layers, the new refracted motion direction is computed 

except that when 1 2n n  and the angle of the incident direction on the boundary between the 
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two layers is greater than 2

1

arcsinL

n

n
  . In this case a total reflection occurs and the path 

goes back into the previous layer with direction defined by the Descartes’ law. If the photon 
hits the ground surface and the albedo phenomenon is foreseen in the calculation with an 
albedo coefficient α, a photon with weight w w  is reflected and the new motion direction 

is chosen randomly from the Lambertian distribution function. 
The history tracking continues until one among possible user selectable end of history 

criteria, each one depending on the type of problem to be solved and the degree of precision 
required, is satisfied. Three end of history options are foreseen in MOCRA. 1) Given a 

minimum weight fraction, 
minw , the history will end if min

0

w
w

w
 . The minimum weight 

fraction has to be carefully chosen to avoid expensive calculations giving inessential 

contributions to the estimator. A value of 
minw  equal to 10

5
 is generally adopted. The sum 

over the histories of the unprocessed weights will give a measure of the bias introduced 

adopting an arbitrarily chosen minimum weight. 2) Given a cutting weight value, 
cutw , if 

0

cut

w
w

w
  after a collision, the photon weight will no more be changed. When a next 

interaction occurs, if it is an absorption event the history tracking will end, otherwise it will 

continue without further weight reduction. A 
cutw  value equal to 0.2 is generally assigned. 3) 

Given a cutting weight value cutw , if it is 
0

cut

w
w

w
  a “russian roulette” game is played: with 

a probability 
0

r

w
p

w
  the photon will survive and the initial weight 

0w w  will be restored; 

with probability 1 rp  the photon will be killed and the photon weight w  will be lost. At the 

end of all processed histories, the sum of the total weight gained should be statistically equal 

to the total weight lost. In this case 0.5cutw   is a reasonable value that avoids high jumps in 

the weight, which can affect the variance. 
Batches of pre-assigned number of photon histories are generally run in a MOCRA 

simulation; each batch is assumed as a single numerical experiment. Besides being more 
appropriate than a simulation of all photon histories in a unique model run as regard the 
variance calculation, this procedure allows high number of histories (as it should be 
necessary) to be run without significant precision loss when collecting the results coming 
from the simulation [49]. A restart option is also foreseen, to make the results of an assigned 
number of batches available for a subsequent continuation of the simulation. To make the 
comparison between slightly different calculations (in the physical or geometrical parameters) 
sufficiently robust, a strategy on the random number generation is adopted for both batches 
and histories inside a batch so that, in each calculation, corresponding histories begin with the 
same random number. This guarantees that unaltered corresponding histories in the two 
calculations give the same results for the same quantity. 

Analytical estimates of specific quantities can be performed in the simulation to reduce as 
much as possible the variance of the calculation. Absorption rates, for instance, are estimated 
semi-analytically through the distance estimator described above. Another example of 
analytical estimators is the leakage estimator which is evaluated when a collision occurs. At 

each collision point the optical distance e  from that point to the outer atmospheric boundary 

along the motion direction is computed. The escaping weight e

ew w e


  is the analytical 

contribution to leakage from the collision point. The sum over all collisions of these 
contributions gives the analytical estimate of leakage for that history. The colliding weight 
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 1 e

cw w e


   is assigned to the photon and used for evaluating the collision estimator in 

the following part of the history. 
It should be noticed that, despite the variance is a function of the number of histories, N, 

its reduction cannot be achieved simply increasing N, because this would increase the 
computational time. To reduce the variance of a factor 1/F, in fact, it is necessary to multiply 
the number of histories by a factor F

2
 [38]. Therefore, in addition to analytical evaluations, 

that certainly reduce the computing time, variance reducing techniques (vrt) are adopted. 
They have the property of somewhat altering the natural sequence of the events a photon 
would undergo, in order to increase the photon statistics saving also computing time, giving 
rise to a more efficient contribution to the required estimates. Probably the most common vrt, 
also used in MOCRA, is forced collision: for motion directions that do not hit a reflecting 

boundary, the leakage optical distance 
e  is computed and the probabilities for a photon to 

escape from the system ( ee


) and to collide inside it (1 ee


 ) are computed. In this way, a 

travelling photon with weight e

ew w e


  will escape from the system, while a travelling 

photon with weight  1 e

cw w e


   will collide. It is worth pointing out that both photons 

fates are considered when the absorption distance estimator is calculated. When a forced 
collision is simulated, the optical path before collision is randomly selected from the pdf 

 
1 e

xe
f x

e








 (truncated exponential distribution) rather than from the simply exponential 

distribution, and the photon travels with weight 
cw w . End of history criterion 1 is adopted 

in this case and, as a precaution, a maximum number of collisions per history is either 
assigned by the user or assumed equal to 1000. Forced collision, however, is a time 
consuming technique and may cause considerable changes in the travelling photon weight 
which can negatively affect the variance of the calculation. Therefore, it should only be used 
as far as information for a specific layer (or region) of the atmosphere is not correctly 
achievable using a standard simulation (for layers with small optical thickness, for instance, 
for which an unbiased simulation would give rise to small interaction probabilities). A Figure 
Of Merit (FOM) can be defined to simply measure the efficiency of the simulation process: 

 
2

1
FOM

t 
  (12) 

where t  is the computing time and   is the standard deviation of the estimated parameter. 

A more comprehensive review of variance reducing techniques can be found in references 
[28,50]. 

3.4 Perturbative calculations 

Small perturbations in the physical atmospheric components, with respect to a reference 
atmosphere, and their effect on radiation transport, can be accounted for in MOCRA. To do 
so, photon histories are traced sampling the intervening events from the pdfs describing both 
the unperturbed and the perturbed situation. To this aim an “importance sampling” Monte 
Carlo technique [42], which allows defining proper weight factors for the photons travelling 
in the perturbed and unperturbed environments is employed. In the radiation transport 

simulation, let k  and k   be the extinction coefficients in a given region for the unperturbed 

and the perturbed environment, respectively. When crossing a boundary of an atmospheric 
region in which the perturbative calculation is performed, a weight factor equal to 

  exp k k d   has to be associated to travelling particle in the perturbed environment, 

being d  the distance from the starting point to the boundary, since the probability to leave 
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the region is given by  exp k d  in the perturbed environment and  exp kd  in the 

unperturbed one. If a collision occurs in the region, the weight factor will be 

    expk k k k d   , where d  is the distance traveled in the region.  expk k d   is the 

probability for the photon to collide after a distance d  is travelled in the perturbed 

environment and  expk kd  is the analogous quantity in the unperturbed environment. 

Therefore, when perturbative calculations are carried out, at least 2 weights are attached to 
each photon during a simulation, one for each situation involved. 

Estimators of the differential effects of the perturbation on certain quantities are computed 
by collecting, during the history tracking, the differences in the quantities of interest between 
the perturbed and unperturbed environments, so that the effects of small perturbations, 
difficult to evaluate with separate calculations, are computed in a single run of the code. The 
maximum number of perturbed environments that can be handled by the code is limited only 
by memory usage. It must be remarked that, according to this technique, the leading photon 
history is governed by the unperturbed system, so that an end of history in this system will 
cause the end of histories also in the perturbed environments. Perturbations are not foreseen 
to affect the angular distributions. When horizontally non homogeneous atmospheric 
conditions are considered and perturbations are foreseen in different regions, the unperturbed 
environment must be the same for all of them. 

3.5 Computed quantities 

The first quantities computed by the MOCRA code are the atmospheric optical depth  , 

defined by Eq. (4), the atmospheric transmittance, defined as Tr e  , and the spatial 

distribution of single and total scattering irradiance reaching the ground surface. Besides that, 
the single and total scattering radiance and the ground reflected radiance, received by a 
simulated detector are evaluated. Option is left to avoid scattered radiance or reflected 
radiance calculation. The aerosol and molecular contributions to scattering are separately 
accounted for. The spatial distribution of the single and total scattering contribution to the 
radiance is calculated along the detector axis, according to the geometrical subdivision 
assigned by the user along the detector axis. Radiance calculations using a source other than 
the sun, placed at an assigned distance from a point detector, can be performed. For each 
molecules of interest, absorption vertical optical depths, intensity weighted optical paths for 
the single and total scattering radiance and for the reflected radiance, and the AMF are 
calculated. The AMF of a specific trace gas, in particular, is used to convert the SCD 
measured with DOAS instruments into a VCD. Several types of RTMs have been developed 
for such an aim taking into account either single (e.g., the RTM AMEFCO [23]), or multiple 
(e.g., the PROMSAR RTM [26]) scattering. Being I and I* the radiance (single or total 
scattering) detected by a receiver with and without the trace gas of interest in the atmosphere, 
respectively, the AMF of the species can be calculated as in Eq. (13) [51]: 

 
 *ln

a

I
I

AMF


   (13) 

where δa is the vertical absorption optical depth of the molecular species of interest. Equation 
(13) is a general expression for the AMF of a given trace gas, which holds especially in case 
of strong absorbers and will be thus referred to also as AMFSA. For weak absorbers an 
approximating formula for the AMF (AMFWA) is given by Eq. (14) (see also reference [51]): 

 OPT
WA

a

AMF



  (14) 

where δOPT is the intensity weighted absorption optical path from the sun to the detector 
defined as 
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where 
iD  is the distance traveled by photons in the i-th layer, *

iI  is the radiance collected by 

the detector from the i-th layer in the absence of the examined gas. 

 

Fig. 2. AMFs for O3 (left) and for NO2 (right) calculated as in Eq. (13) (AMFSA, red line) 

and Eq. (14) (AMFWA, blue line). The red line for NO2 has been shifted upward of 0.5 to 

make it distinguishable from the blue line. 

Due to the possibility for the MOCRA code to perform simultaneously radiative 
calculations with and without the molecular particle of interest (perturbative calculation), the 
AMF can be calculated as in Eq. (13). The approximated value of the AMF can altogether be 
calculated (Eq. (14), and compared with the former to check the hypothesis of weak 
absorption. An example of such a comparison is shown in Fig. 2 for the O3 and NO2 AMFs at 
310 nm, for a ground based vertically looking detector. 

As expected, significant differences in the AMF of O3 (left panel) between the two 
formulas can be observed, due to the fact that ozone is a strong absorber in the near UV. The 
difference between the exact and approximated AMF is even greater than 50% for solar 
zenith angles (SZA) near or greater than 90°. On the other hand, NO2 is a much weaker 
absorber than ozone at 310 nm, leading to differences always less than 1% (0.1%) between 
the two AMF calculations in case of single (multiple) scattering simulations (the red line for 
NO2 AMF in the figure is shifted of 0.5 upward). 

A very useful, quite recent concept is that of box-AMF [27]. The box-AMF for a certain 
atmospheric “box” can be calculated as the derivative of the SCD within that box with respect 
to the VCD [21]. This is equivalent to calculate the derivative of the logarithm of the intensity 
with respect to the number density nb of the gas in the box or, more precisely, the absorption 
coefficient βb, as indicated in Eq. (16). 

 
ln ln1 1

.
g g g

b

b b b b b b

dSCD d I d I
AMF

dVCD h dn h d 
     (16) 

It can be noted that Eq. (16) reduces to Eq. (13), provided that a  is substituted by its 

value a b bh   for the box. As for the AMF, the MOCRA code calculates the box-AMF and 

its approximated expression for weak absorbers (or little-explored regions), which gives a 
reasonable estimate of this factor with less computational demand. The approximated box-

AMF for a specific trace gas is given by Eq. (14), provided that a  and OPT  are calculated 
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for the box, so that 
a b bh   and in Eq. (15) 

iD  is supposed equal to zero if the layer is 

outside the box. 
When perturbative calculations are not performed, the approximated expression for the 

box-AMF can still be applied, provided that *

iI  in Eq. (15) is replaced by 
iI , i.e. the radiance 

detected in the presence of the gas of interest. Several boxes can be considered in a single 
simulation. The assumption of monochromatic photons and the energy dependence of 
absorption are probably the reasons why the ozone AMF in the visible wavelength range (the 
so-called “Chappuis band”, see section 4) presents a strong variability with wavelength. This 
gives rise to some problems in using these results for the interpretation of passive DOAS 
measurements, which would be the subject of future investigations. 

4. Results, applications and comparison exercises 

This section gives an outlook of possible applications of the MOCRA model, especially in the 
frame of DOAS. However, to verify the reliability of the code in solving radiance problems, 
two comparison exercises between MOCRA and MODTRAN4 for a variety of reciprocal 
positions between the instrument line of sight (ud, vd, wd) and the solar direction (us, vs, ws) 
and different atmospheric visibility values, are first presented. Some applications of MOCRA 
in the frame of DOAS will be subsequently shown, for which a deterministic model, like 
MODTRAN4, should not obtain sufficiently accurate results due to multiple scattering effects 
and geometric requirements. The first exercise consists of simulating a point detector, located 
at an altitude of 1 km above the ground (as if it was flying on board a research aircraft) with 

lines of sight 180    and 150    (with respect to the vertical upward direction). The 

solar zenith angles are 30    and 60   , while azimuth angles are 0    and 90    

between the vertical plane containing the detector line of sight and the sun direction. In 
Tables 1 and 2 the obtained results are quoted for a visibility of 5 and 23 km, respectively. 
The considered atmospheric scenario chosen for this simulation is that of MODTRAN4 for 
mid-latitude winter conditions, for a wavelength of 550 nm. The solar constant for that 

wavelength is calculated with MODTRAN4 as 6.1134 10
6

 Watt/(cm
2
 cm

1
), a typical value 

for January. The mean surface albedo (0.3) was assumed. 

Table 1. Point Detector: MOCRA - MODTRAN-4 Comparison for vis = 5 Km (for 
wavelength and atmospheric conditions see text)* 

  
Single scattering Total scattering Ground reflected Total scattering plus ground 

radiance radiance radiance reflected radiance 

αa = 180° MODTRAN 2.12E-08 2.54E-07 1.78E-07 4.32E-07 
ψb = 0° MOCRA 2.12E-08 2.61E-07 1.78E-07 4.39E-07 
θc = 30° Diff. (%) 0.0 2.7 0.0 1.6 

αa = 180° MODTRAN 9.09E-09 1.36E-07 7.75E-08 2.14E-07 
ψb = 0° MOCRA 9.07E-09 1.37E-07 7.74E-08 2.15E-07 

θc = 60° Diff. (%) 0.2 0.7 0.1 0.4 

αa = 150° MODTRAN 2.03E-08 2.81E-07 1.58E-07 4.39E-07 
ψb = 90° MOCRA 2.03E-08 2.88E-07 1.57E-07 4.45E-07 

θc = 30° Diff. (%) 0.0 2.5 0.6 1.4 

αa = 150° MODTRAN 1.04E-08 1.57E-07 6.87E-08 2.26E-07 
ψb = 90° MOCRA 1.04E-08 1.59E-07 6.85E-08 2.28E-07 

θc = 60° Diff. (%) 0.0 1.3 0.3 0.9 
a α = angle between zenith direction and detector line of sight 
b ψ = solar azimuth with respect to the vertical plane containing the line of sight 
c θ = solar zenith angle 
*Results Are Given in >Units of Watt/(cm2 ster cm-1) 

Table 2. Point Detector: MOCRA - MODTRAN-4 Comparison for vis = 23 Kma 

  
Single scattering  Total scattering  Ground reflected  Total scattering plus ground  

radiance radiance radiance reflected radiance 

α = 180° MODTRAN 1.16E-08 6.85E-08 3.95E-07 4.64E-07 
ψ = 0° MOCRA 1.17E-08 6.77E-08 3.90E-07 4.57E-07 
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θ = 30° Diff. (%) 0.9 1.2 1.3 1.5 

α = 180° MODTRAN 6.75E-09 3.93E-08 1.97E-07 2.37E-07 
ψ = 0° MOCRA 6.78E-09 3.84E-08 1.95E-07 2.33E-07 

θ = 60° Diff. (%) 0.4 2.7 2.3 1.7 

α = 150° MODTRAN 1.16E-08 7.68E-08 3.87E-07 4.64E-07 
ψ = 90° MOCRA 1.17E-08 7.53E-08 3.82E-07 4.57E-07 

θ = 30° Diff. (%) 0.9 2.0 1.3 1.5 

α = 150° MODTRAN 1.16E-08 7.68E-08 3.87E-07 4.64E-07 
ψ = 90° MOCRA 1.17E-08 7.53E-08 3.82E-07 4.57E-07 

θ = 60° Diff. (%) 0.9 2.0 1.3 1.5 
a other parameters are the same as in Table 1 

For each combination of , ,    and the two visibility values, the compared radiometric 

quantities are single scattering and total scattering radiance, reflected radiance at ground, 
along with the sum of total and reflected radiances. For each quantity the percent difference 
between the MOCRA and MOTRAN4 estimates is reported. Discussing the details of the 
comparison as a function of the different values of the input parameters is outside the scope of 
the paper. It is important to stress that a satisfactory agreement between MOCRA and 
MODTRAN4 for both scattered and reflected radiances has been found. The difference 
between the two codes is less than 1% for single scattering and less than 3% for multiple 
scattering. Monte Carlo methods have proven to be particularly suitable to simulate radiative 
transfer problems with marked multiple scattering anisotropy [42] and geometrically confined 
sources with narrow fields of view, that can give rise to troubles known as “ray effect” and 
“false scattering” [52], if not properly treated. 

A second comparison exercise between MOCRA and MODTRAN4 was performed 
assuming a horizontal looking ground-based point detector. In this comparison exercise we 
focus on single scattering calculations only. In this way, the effects of using different methods 
to solve the RTE when multiple scattering is included are not accounted for and do not 
contribute to possible discrepancies in the results. A mid-latitude winter model for the 
atmosphere was used in this exercise. The considered radiation wavelengths were 310 nm, 
435 nm, 550 nm and 700 nm. Seven visibility values, chosen by considerations about the 
relationship between visibility and aerosol load, (5 km, 7.6 km, 9.5 km, 13 km, 18 km, 23 km 
and 35 km), solar zenith angles of 30° and 60°, and solar azimuth angles of 0° and 90° have 
been considered. Being too long to show all results, they are summarized in Table 3 as the 
average values over all visibilities, solar zenith angles and azimuth angles. The table shows, 
for each radiation wavelength and the respective value of the solar constant calculated with 
MODTRAN4, the average radiance values computed with MOCRA and MODTRAN4, along 
with their mean and standard deviation differences. The mean difference between the two 
codes is relatively low, less than 3%, with maximum standard deviation of about 5% at 310 
nm, suggesting a really good agreement between the two models in calculating the single 
scattering radiance reaching such a simulated detector in a cloud-free atmosphere [25]. 

Table 3. Horizontal Looking Point Detector Radiance, MOCRA-MODTRAN 4 

Comparison, Mid Latitude Winter Model, Urban Extinction. Units: watt/ (cm2-ster-cm1) 

  MOCRA MODTRAN 4  Differences  
 Solar source Mean Mean Mean Standard 

λ (nm) (watt/cm2·cm1) Radiance Radiance Difference (%) deviation (%) 

310 5.1080E-07 6.272E-10 6.179E-10 2.4 4.7 
435 3.2927E-06 6.131E-08 6.171E-08 1.3 2.6 
550 6.1134E-06 1.648E-07 1.668E-07 0.2 1.3 

700 7.2381E-06 2.446E-07 2.502E-07 1.8 0.5 

In what follows, we move to some practical uses of the MOCRA model with particular 
emphasis on DOAS applications: calculation of the AMF and simulation of measured SCDs. 

Figure 3 shows the O3 (left) and NO2 (right) AMFs as a function of the SZA at 310 nm 
(blue), 435 nm (green), and 550 nm (red), calculated with MOCRA for a vertical looking 
detector at ground. 
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In the zenith-looking geometry, the AMF of stratospheric absorbers like ozone and NO2 
increases with solar zenith angle for ground-based observations, due to increasing light path 
in the upper atmosphere. The AMF has a maximum (higher at 435 nm and 550nm than at 310 
nm) near 90 ° SZA. The dependence of the AMF on wavelength is related to the fact that 
Rayleigh (e.g., molecular) scattering is a strong function of wavelength and also the 
absorption varies with wavelength. Figure 3 shows that at higher SZA (SZA greater than 
about 70°) there is a remarkable difference between the AMF of both gases at 310 nm (UV) 
and at 435-550 nm (visible), and the difference increases with increasing SZA. At low sun, in 
fact, the AMF is smaller in the UV than in the visible as more UV light is scattered before 
travelling the long distance in the atmosphere. 

The choice between spectral intervals in which DOAS measurements of a specific gas are 
performed is usually driven by considerations about the absorption cross section of the gas. It 
is obviously important to perform measurements of a gas in a spectral range in which its 
absorption cross section is quite high (strong absorption). This requirement is not sufficient, 
however: it is also required that the absorption features of the trace gases are easily 
recognizable by the dedicated elaboration software. Figure 4 shows the absolute absorption 
cross sections (ACS) of O3 and NO2, plotted together in the 250-650 nm spectral range. The 
absorption cross section of O3 is higher in the near UV (Hartley-Huggins band) than in the 
visible (Chappuis band). Chappuis band, however, is usually chosen for ozone retrieval 
mainly because the O3 ACS is less temperature dependent and the AMF is less wavelength 
dependent here than in the UV. The spectral range around 430 nm is normally chosen for 
DOAS NO2 measurements. 

 

Fig. 3. AMFs computed for ozone and nitrogen dioxide at three different wavelengths: 310 nm 
(blue), 435 nm (green), 550 nm (red). The atmospheric model used was that of MODTRAN4 
for mid latitude winter, with urban aerosol extinction, visibility = 35 Km. 

 

Fig. 4. Absolute absorption cross sections for O3 and NO2 in the 250-650 nm spectral range at 
a 273 °K temperature. 
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The second example of application of the MOCRA model discussed in this paper is the 
simulation of the slant column densities of a given trace gas, and the comparison with real 
observations. Such a comparison is useful to make assumptions on the vertical profile of the 
trace gas whose SCD is simulated by the model, as well as the atmospheric conditions at the 
time of measurements (such as the aerosol load, the atmospheric visibility, the presence of 
clouds, etc., see e.g [25,51].). In the example reported on here, the modeled SCD for NO2 are 
compared to experimental values obtained at the observatory of the Geophysics centre of 

Evora (38°3336”N, 7°54 W), Portugal, on 22 August 2009 in the p.m. part of the day. The 
atmospheric scenario for the MOCRA simulation was that of mid-latitude summer conditions 
with the visibility value set according to the measurements performed by a nephelometer 
placed in the measurement site. Figure 5 shows the comparison of simulated (blue symbols) 
and measured (cyan symbols) NO2 SCDs. The percent error is on average less than 20% for 
solar zenith angles less the 56°, and increases for greater solar zenith angles, though keeping 
the agreement between the model and observations reasonably good. 

 

Fig. 5. Comparison between simulated (blue) and measured (cyan) NO2 slant column densities. 

The measurements were carried out on 22 august 2009 at Evora (38°3336”N, 7°54 W), 
Portugal. 

5. Summary and conclusions 

In this paper, the radiative transfer model MOCRA has been described. It is a FORTRAN 
code which performs a Monte Carlo simulation of radiative transfer in a very general three-
dimensional atmospheric scenario. When simulating passive remote sensing measurements, 
such those performed by a DOAS spectrometer, the MOCRA model adopts a backward 
Monte Carlo scheme, which is a useful tool to overcome problems arising from the narrow 
field of view of the detector. The main advantages of this code can be resumed in the 
following items: 

1) the possibility to take into account not only vertical, but also horizontal variations of 
the physical and chemical atmospheric parameters, along with topographic features 
of the surface, through the implementation of three dimensional multi region 
rectangular and spherical geometries; 

2) the possibility to evaluate the effects of small atmospheric perturbations in a single 
model run (perturbative calculations). In this way, small differences in some key 
parameters that influence the radiation transport and photons interactions with the 
atmosphere can be accounted for. This has direct consequence when the model is 
used to interpret DOAS remote sensing observations, since the AMF (and box-AMF) 
of a target trace gas can be evaluated through the exact definition formula. A number 
of different atmospheric perturbations can be accounted for simultaneously in a 
single run simply defining, for each of them, appropriate perturbed environments 
with respect to a reference scenario. 
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Other interesting features of MOCRA are the realistic treatment of multiple scattering, 
which relies on the employed Monte Carlo approach, and the use of variance reducing 
techniques to obtain statistically significant results with reasonable computing times. The 
choice of the particular variance reducing technique to be implemented depends on the 
problem at hand and strongly relies on the user experience. Forced collision is mostly used in 
MOCRA. 

In the present paper, MOCRA has been first compared to the state-of-the-art model 
MODTRAN4, giving overall a very satisfactory agreement in the radiative quantities we have 
focused on, such as the single and total scattering radiance and the ground reflected radiance, 
for a variety of atmospheric scenarios and measurement configurations. For the single and 
multiple scattering radiance, for instance, the percent differences between the two models are 
less than 1% and less than 3% respectively. Multiple scattering is differently implemented in 
MOCRA with respect to MODTRAN4, leading to higher, though still small, differences 
between the two models in the multiple than single scattering radiance calculations. 

Results for DOAS-related quantities, the AMF and SCD of selected trace gases, obtained 
with MOCRA have also been discussed in the paper. The AMF is the primary quantity 
calculated with the RTMs to interpret DOAS measurements of diffuse solar radiation, while 
simulation of SCDs and comparison with actual measurements is useful to make hypotheses 
on the vertical profile of the target species at the time of measurements. In this paper we first 
discuss the difference between the exact and approximated formula of the AMF (or box-
AMF) and check the hypothesis of, respectively, strong and weak absorption under which the 
two formulas are valid. Then we show that MOCRA is able to capture the dependence of the 
AMF on the wavelength of radiation for the specific case of stratospheric absorbers, like 
ozone and nitrogen dioxide, and zenith looking geometry. As an example of application of the 
model, we compare the SCDs of NO2 simulated with MOCRA with SCD observations 
performed at the observatory of the Geophysics Centre of Evora in the south of Portugal 
during a typical day of the 2009 summer season. The agreement found between the model and 
observations can be considered as satisfactory, with percent error of about 20% for SZA 
lower than 56° and increasing for greater SZA, taking account of the difficulty to include in 
the simulation atmospheric inputs as close as possible to the reality. The only input parameter 
for the model which was constrained by observations is the visibility, due to the availability 
of concurrent nephelometer measurements performed in the same site. 

In the frame of DOAS, the MOCRA model provides the main input values required to 
retrieve trace gases VCDs, AMFs, box-AMFs and vertical profiles by means of appropriate 
algorithms applied to the SCDs directly retrieved from the measurements of diffuse solar 
radiation. The paper has discussed some examples of application of this model to typical 
DOAS configurations, simulating measurements that could be performed with ground-based 
zenith or horizontal looking detectors, or detectors placed at a certain atmospheric height with 
respect to the sea level, or directly comparing simulations with SCD observations. 

Due to the 3D spherical geometry, moreover, MOCRA has already given preliminary 
interesting results in computing the NO2 box-AMFs for limb viewing measurements 
performed with the SCIAMACHY (Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for 
Atmospheric CHartographY) instrument onboard ENVISAT [53]. These preliminary results 
deserve further investigations for their important application to limb-viewing satellite 
measurements in target atmospheric regions like the (still under-sampled) Upper 
Troposphere-Lower Stratosphere (UT-LS), a challenge region for most satellite 
measurements. 
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